LGBTQ+ people across the country, especially LGBTQ+ elders, feel alone and disconnected from the traditional ways many engage with community. SAGEConnect is a community-based initiative designed to combat feelings of isolation and loneliness by creating new opportunities to form intergenerational relationships and reconnect with those around us.

WHAT IS SAGECONNECT?
SAGEConnect is a program to match volunteer callers with LGBTQ+ elders for casual, friendly conversations. Matches connect once per week for a period of 6 weeks over phone or video call.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED:
Share your story, our history, or simply have a casual conversation with a new friend! Join others across the country today by signing up to receive a weekly call.

My experience with SAGEConnect surpassed all of my expectations. My new buddy and I have established a real friendship. I honestly feel we’ve enhanced one another’s lives tremendously.

- Frederick, SAGEConnect Participant

Join today at: sageusa.org/SAGEConnect